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Chapter 561: Pretending to be noble? 

 

“Yes, to scorn the Emperor, the punishment is extermination of the entire family clan! Quickly drag 

them down and see who could it be who is so utterly shameless!” 

“That’s right, drag them off the carriage!” 

Although the Golden Scaled Guards expressions depicted a righteous indignation but in their hearts, 

they were extremely excited. 

Such a heavy tasted living erotic chamber was not seen commonly. Now with such an opportunity, won’t 

they be in a hurry to see it for their eyes otherwise they’d lost out on it? 

What’s more, if luck is on their side, perhaps they might be able to get a share? 

Just thinking about this, the Golden Scaled Guards ran to outbid each other towards the carriage, all 

eager to see what kind of sexual scenario had happened. 

When the curtain on the carriage had been pulled open, the man closest to the outside was whisked out 

immediately. 

“Quickly take a look, take a look! What the… had this guy been taking aphrodisiac? Look at how excited 

he is! Even after we have discovered their act, not only did he draw back, he’s still fondling there, tsk 

tsk…..” 

“Alright, alright, what’s there to see about men, I want to see the woman inside!” His colleague quickly 

interrupted him. 

The others concurred, “That’s right, let’s see how the shameless woman looks like. Quick, quick, quick, 

move your asses!” 

Li Xue’er was squashed right on the inside and on her were many men fondling here and there. Adding 

on to the fact that her arm was broken, it was very difficult for her to struggle! 

Even using the Profound Energy in her body, she was able to utilise a bit of her Profound Skill to protect 

herself and had yet to proceed to the last step but the clothes on her had totally been stripped off in the 

process of fondling. Heavens know how much advantage she had been taken off! 

Had this scenario had been seen from outsiders, she could really kill herself! 

She hurriedly shouted, “Don’t…. don’t come nearer…. All of you… scram!” 

However, the Golden Scaled Guards couldn’t recognise her at all and roared with laughter. 

“Hear this woman, when she’s in the act, she didn’t feel shameless at all. Now that she’s discovered, 

she’s asking us to scram?” 

“That’s right, obviously a shameless bitch, still pretending to be noble? You’ve already been played with 

so many men, just letting us take a few looks, you should consider it as your fortune!” 



As their words become more and more uncouth, Li Xue’ers tears started flowing, yet she was unable to 

rebute! 

If she were to claim she was the Seventh Princess, won’t she lost even more face? 

But if she didn’t lay claim to her status and were dragged out naked, that alone would be enough for her 

to kill herself by banging the wall! 

Just as she was stuck in a dilemma, a Golden Scaled Guard who lagged behind lowered his head and 

took a careful look at the first man who was being dragged down the carriage. Suddenly he shouted in 

surprise. 

“Weird, this man… looks a little familiar?” 

“Familiar? What are you saying? Stop disturbing, let’s drag that woman out!” 

This guard started to become anxious and said, “He really looks familiar…. Wait, I recall now. Isn’t this Li 

Si from the third squadron? He… why is he here?” 

Hearing that, someone turned back and took a few more glances then he froze. 

“That’s right, I recall now. He seem to have gone out with the Seventh Princess to capture someone? 

How did he get into such a situation now?” 

The Golden Scaled Guards immediately felt something was amiss and hurriedly took action and whisked 

every single person out. Every single person gave them a big shock! 

Because all the men here were all their colleagues, members of the Golden Scared Guards! 

Chapter 562: Let me give them a hand 

 

The more the Golden Scaled Guards saw, the more terrified they became. 

Very soon, all the men in the carriage were pulled down, leaving only Li Xue’er in the carriage alone. 

All the Golden Scaled Guards who blustered around earlier all fell silent and no one dared to enter to 

capture the woman. The reason was because a shocking guess arose within their hearts. 

The shameless woman inside…. couldn’t be the Seventh Princess right? 

This guess was not unreasonable because all the guards who had been dragged down earlier, were all 

without exception, those who had been deployed to help Seventh Princess with some matters today. 

In the end, all of them had appeared in the carriage, except for the Seventh Princess, whose 

whereabouts were unknown. 

Without a need to think further, the woman in the carriage….. had a ninety percent chance that it was 

her! 



But how could this be? Seventh Princess usually looked natural and unrestrained, unless….. she was such 

a shameless and wanton woman deep down in her bones? She had dared to commit such audacity 

within the city? 

The Golden Scaled Guards looked at each other in dismay, not knowing what to do next. 

Huang Yueli hid under a big tree at a distance not far away. When she saw this scenario, her mouth 

twitched disdainfully. 

“These Golden Scaled Guards, normally they are so haughty and overbearing, why did they become so 

terrified at this moment? Such a huge let down, let me give them a hand!” 

She hooked a small stone under the tree and kicked it. 

Along the direction of the wind, the stone flew towards the carriage and happened to fall in between 

the wheel. 

With a “thump”, the carriage lost its balance instantly and fell flat towards the direction of the royal 

palace. 

As for Li Xue’er who curled up in the carriage, giving a screech, she rolled out from the carriage, and 

rolled for quite a distance before falling right in front of the Golden Scaled Guards. 

The Golden Scaled Guards looked carefully and all were shocked out of their lives. 

The woman, in front of their eyes, was totally naked. Her figure was shapely, giving rise to wild and 

fanciful thoughts. Even though the Golden Scaled Guards knew she could possibly be the Seventh 

Princess, but they were unable to control their line of visions and ogled several glances at her. 

Those lewd glances almost drove Li Xue’er to death! 

The Golden Scaled Guards’ vision fell onto her face and at this moment, everyone was stunned. 

Seventh Princess, Li Xue’er was an outstanding beauty, but this woman in front of their eyes had her 

face filled with bumpy bruises, her face was swollen like a pig head. Was she really the Seventh 

Princess? 

Li Xue’er screeched, “What are you looking at! Do you believe that this Princess will gorge out your eyes! 

Quickly remove your clothes and give it to me!” 

This time, her voice was loud and clear and allowed the Golden Scaled Guard to confirm that this indeed 

was the Seventh Princess. 

One of them hurriedly removed his outer jacket and threw it towards Li Xue’er. The rest of them 

surrounded her, back-facing in a circle to block out the views from the other people so that she could 

put on the clothes in the human circle. 

There were some who observed the surroundings and immediately went to clear the scene, and chase 

away those bystanders who were there to watch the bustling scene! 

Alas, these series of actions came too late! 



Because around the doors of the palace, there were several ministers and influential officials moving 

around. They had already seen this scenario with their own eyes and were gesticulating, even guessed 

that the naked woman who had just rolled out from the carriage was the Emperor’s beloved Seventh 

Princess! 

Some palace maids and eunuchs happened to past by this route and when they saw such a scenario, 

they hurriedly entered the palace to report to the Emperor. 

Not long after, the palace door opened and the Emperor and Empress personally rushed over. 

Chapter 563: A stomach full of fury 

 

At this moment, Li Xue’er had yet to put on the clothes properly. 

Due to the fact that both her hands could not move and she could not possibly ask the Golden Scaled 

Guards to put it on for her, so she could only slowly nudge herself, attempting to shift the clothes onto 

her body. 

But this action proved to be too difficult as it would, time to time, hurt her hand causing waves of 

extreme pain. 

Besides that, the effect of the Estrus Pill had not fully subsided as heat waves continued to rise, causing 

her to give out several moaning sounds. 

The surrounding Golden Scaled Guards tried hard to endure. If they had not known that the woman 

behind was a golden branch jade leaf person whom they could not afford to provoke, they would have 

lost it and made advances towards her long ago! 

When the Emperor and Empress arrived at the scenario, what they saw was this. 

Li Xue’er was scantily dressed, stooping on the ground and constantly making groaning sounds. Her face 

was filled with wounds and it was difficult to make out her original looks. 

Empress gave a screech and quickly walked over. When she saw the birthmark on Li Xue’er’s upper 

shoulder, she momentarily cried out! 

“Xue’er, it’s really Xue’er! How did you become like this? What happened? My Xue’er….” 

“Mother…” 

Li Xue’er saw the Empress and immediately all the grievances flowed upwards as her tears started to 

flow, unable to stop. 

Both mother and daughter started crying bitterly. 

However, in the eyes of the Emperor, this scenario was far from touching. He only felt a deep sense of 

shame and a stomach full of fury! 

“Enough, the both of you still dare to cry!” The Emperor howled angrily and strode over. 



Li Xue’er seldom heard the Emperor giving out such a fierce and stern tone and was shocked beyond 

words momentarily. Her tears stopped flowing as she mumbled, “Imperial Father…..” 

However, before she could give an explanation, a “Piak” slap fiercely landed on her face! 

“You still know you have an Imperial Father like me! How dare you openly do such a obscurity with so 

many guards in front of the palace doors! What’s more, you openly roamed the streets in the city! The 

entire South Yue Kingdom’s face had been thrown by you! How could I have such an indecent and 

immoral daughter like you?” 

Li Xue’er was struck dumb. Due to her outstanding innate gift and her beauty, she had always been the 

apple of the Emperor’s eyes and had been pampered since young. She had never thought that one day, 

she would be slapped by her Imperial Father! 

However, before she could react, the Emperor had already showered down hurls of abuse on her. That 

tone was obviously filled with disappointment to the extreme! 

“Im… Imperial Father… listen to your daughter’s explanation…..” 

The Emperor gnashed his teeth as he hissed, “I don’t want to hear your explanation! You already did 

such a shameful thing, what excuse do you have? Li Xue’er is now stripped of her Princess status and 

demoted to a commoner! Men, capture her and don’t let her step out of the Royal Palace!” 

When the Empress heard these, she shuddered with cold sweat and rushed over to plead for mercy. 

“Your Majesty, your concubine’s Xue’er is not someone who doesn’t know her morals. She must not 

have done this intentionally, please have mercy Your Majesty!” 

When the Emperor heard these words, instead of calming down, his fury raged even further. 

“Unintentional and she had already threw all the royal family’s face away. If it was intentionally, 

wouldn’t she already have forgotten about the entire South Yue Kingdom? If you dare to add on one 

more word, just wait for the imperial edict to be deposed!” 

The Emperor was extremely enraged. 

A legitimate Princess hang out with so many guards in a carriage, what an atrocious gossip was this? 

Chapter 564: Going astray at such a young age 

 

If this gossip was really leaked out, the entire South Yue Kingdom would thoroughly be reduced to other 

countries’ laughingstock. 

No matter how much the Emperor had usually pampered this daughter, now that such a matter had 

happened, he was completely unable to withstand this fact! 

From he and other people’s point of view, Li Xue’er’s power was at Defensive Profound Realm Third 

Level and she also held a noble status of a Princess. If this was something that she wasn’t willing to, who 

would be able to force her to do so? 



At this moment, the Emperor felt strongly that she had lost her sense of honour and shame! 

Li Xue’er was stunned from the slap and when she finally found her senses, she immediately cried 

bitterly to defend herself. 

“Imperial Father, please listen to your daughter’s explanation. This is really something that I didn’t do 

willingly! Someone is out to harm me! It’s Bai Ruoli from Valiant Martial Manor…..” 

When the Emperor heard these words, instead of believing her, his fury amplified. 

“Enough! There’s so many people out there but you had to pick on Bai Ruoli? Who doesn’t know that 

she’s just at Qi Profound Realm Nine Level whereas you are a Defensive Profound Realm practitioner. 

Yet you brought along so many guards, what were you trying to do? Can she outsmart you? I know that 

your Royal Brother’s marriage arrangement was rejected by her, and he was also injured by Moying, so 

harbouring this hatred in mind, you also wanted to take revenge on his behalf! But to speak without 

thinking, isn’t your inclination just too evil!” 

The Emperor just couldn’t bring himself to believe her explanation. 

Ever since the last peach blossom banquet, he found out that Bai Ruoli had been bullied since young by 

the Marquis Lady and insulted by Bai Ruo Qi, he had always felt that he done an injustice towards Bai Liu 

Feng, and that he had owed her too much! 

Moreover, ever since the Crown Prince was injured, he had always clamoured about taking revenge on 

Li Moying and Huang Yueli so the Emperor had already kept vigilant on this. 

He had never expected that Li Xue’er would go find trouble with Huang Yueli the minute she returned. 

Wasn’t the motive….. abundantly clear? 

Now, Li Xue’er even claimed that Huang Yueli had set her and the guards up? 

Li Moying was not around, as a first degree realm practitioner, how was she able to deal with so many 

Golden Scaled Guards? 

How would the Emperor ever think that Huang Yueli’s potential had such a shocking breakthrough! 

Li Xue’er was unable to find a convincing explanation to defend herself. She was unable to take it any 

longer, had a blackout and fainted on the spot. 

….. 

At a distance not far away, under a big tree, Huang Yueli secretly stretched her arms and spoke in a 

springy tone, “Alright, the show is over, let’s get on our way now!” 

Little Phoenix reluctantly tugged at her collar, “Chirp, chirp, chirp, chirp” chirping non-stop. 

“Female Devil, what’s the hurry? Until now, I have yet to see what that lady in nude looks like? Let me 

watch a little long, just a little longer! Otherwise, let’s move away slightly further to take a clear look….. 

ouch!” 

Huang Yueli couldn’t stand it any further as she gave him a huge bump on the top of his head. 



“You brat, going astray at such a young age, is that something that you should be looking at?” 

“Woo, woo, wooo…” Little Phoenix shrunk his head back, not daring to speak his mind. 

However in his heart, he kept thinking that this female devil had thought of such a sinister and vicious 

plot but he just wanted to take another look and suffered domestic violence from her? This was 

practically double-standard at its best! 

Humph, the next time she and Li Moying got intimate, he must open his eyes wide and look to his 

content! 

Huang Yueli swept a glance at him. Seeing that he leaned his head back, she guessed what was on his 

mind. 

She carried the Little Phoenix and placed him back on her shoulder. 

“Alright, stop wasting time. We still have pressing matters to see to!” 

“Chirp chirp?” Pressing matters? 

“Yes!” Huang Yueli nodded, “Brother Mo Yi had gone to the Thousand Treasure Pavilion since morning 

and have yet to return. It’s simply abnormal for someone like him. Something must have delayed him 

from coming back, or there could be an accident or something like that, otherwise he won’t act in this 

way! Let’s hurry over and take a look.” 

Chapter 565: Lady Boss is here 

 

Huang Yueli brought along the Little Phoenix and went straight to Thousand Treasure Pavilion. 

Thousand Treasure Pavilion’s door was wide open but there weren’t any customers. 

Huang Yueli strode in with big steps and saw the entire lobby in huge mess. All the counters had been 

pushed over and various medicinal ingredients were scattered on the ground. Some locked cabinets 

were also smashed open. 

Signs of a fight were visibly shown on the ground 

Besides that, all the employees of the Thousand Treasure Pavilion were spotted having a black eye, as 

though they had just been attacked by someone. 

Yet in between these people, there wasn’t any sign of Mo Yi or Manager Sun. 

Huang Yueli frowned as she grabbed an employee and asked, “Where is Manager Sun? How about Mo 

Yi? Where have they gone to?” 

The employee was holding on to his swollen face while groaning in pain but as he lifted his head, a 

delicate and attractive face came into his sight. A hint of joy shone in his eyes! 

He had immediately recognised that she was the Valiant Martial Manor’s Third Miss, and was also their 

Lady Boss. 



“Thi….Third Miss, you’re here! That’s great, we’re saved…. Manager Sun is inside calculating what we 

have left in our reserve! The Crown Prince had led his men here, looting and snatching items in our 

shop, causing us to suffer from huge losses….. Third Miss you’re looking for him? Need your humble 

servant to ask Manager Sun out?” 

Huang Yueli shook her head and replied, “Never mind, let him slowly calculate the damages. How about 

Mo Yi?” 

“Mo Yi?” The employee was dumbfounded for a moment before he suddenly realised, “You’re referring 

to the tall and incredible expert? He’s simply too powerful, earlier when the few of us were almost 

beaten to death by the Golden Scaled Guards but when Sir Mo Yi rushed here, he easily took care of all 

of them. Even the Crown Prince was not able to take even one strike from him!” 

Huang Yueli was totally not surprised by his words. 

Mo Yi was a fifth degree realm practitioner, higher than Crown Prince and the rest by a total of three 

realms. To say that he swept all obstacles away at one go was not an exaggeration, even one finger of 

his could squash them all. 

“Where did he go to after he defeated the Crown Prince?” 

The employee replied, “This…. your humble servant is not sure! But when the Crown Prince plundered a 

lot of valuable items from our shop, and when he escaped, he brought it all along. Sir Mo Yi seemed very 

angry and from the looks of it, it was possible that he had chased after the Crown Prince to get the 

valuables back!” 

Huang Yueli frowned, seemingly unable to understanding his motive. 

Even if Mo Yi were to chase after the Crown Prince, but in order to get the items back, it shouldn’t be 

something effortless, so why would he waste so much time?” 

Huang Yueli found another employee and his answer was similar to the first. 

She hesitated for a moment and decided to proceed outside to take a look. 

Luckily, the Crown Prince had led a large group of people running wildly on the streets. That scenario 

had left quite a deep impression on others. 

Huang Yueli inquired someone by the roadside and very quickly, she located the route which the Crown 

Prince had escaped in. 

She followed the pathway but when she saw the destination, she was slightly surprised as she frowned. 

“The place that they had gone to was actually…. the Royal Treasury?” 

She had been to this Royal Treasure previously. The last time was to obtain the Flame Cloud Pearl from 

the treasury, so that she could advance in her level. 

At that time, she had been pursued by the Imperial Tutor for several miles, escaping all the way to the 

Royal Palace before she managed to shake him off. 

To think that, the Crown Prince had….. brought his men to escape to this place….. 



Could it be that Mo Yi had also followed them to this place? 

As suspicions started to form in Huang Yueli’s mind, her speed started to decrease by quite a bit. 

Chapter 566: Malicious plot 

 

From her previous experience, Huang Yueli was very sure that the Royal Treasury was filled with Golden 

Scaled Guards and other experts and would be heavily guarded. 

It would be best to proceed carefully if she didn’t want to make a huge commotion and got besieged. 

Huang Yueli followed the previous pathway that she had taken before and found the air vent that she 

had entered the previous time. 

She hid behind the opening and secretly spied on the situation, following which she raised her brow in 

surprise. 

Originally, there were two guards keeping watch under the air vent and she was considering on how she 

could knock them unconscious without making a commotion. 

Who would know that today there wasn’t anyone at all? 

Although surprised, she didn’t hesitate and with a tip of her toes, she leapt upwards onto the ledge of 

the wall and made her way into the little ventilator hole. 

She did not meet with any obstructions throughout the entire process and successfully infiltrated into 

the inner section. 

“Stop him, quick, stop him!” 

Huang Yueli had just jumped down from the wall when she heard a gust of flustered and exasperated 

yelling, as well as several mechanisms being activated. She got a shock as she thought she had fallen 

into some sort of trap. 

Her eyes widened after observing closely, the result was: “What the….! Mo Yi is really here!” 

Mo Yi was indeed trapped within the Royal Treasury and he had to face being besieged by several 

experts alone, and among those included the Imperial Tutor and another fourth degree realm 

practitioner who had always been guarding the Royal Treasury. Besides them, there were several 

Golden Scaled Guards commanders who were currently in the third degree realm! 

If it was purely based on battle power alone, even though the Imperial Tutor and the rest had an 

advantage in terms of manpower, but with that alone to defeat Mo Yi who was both an experienced and 

skilled fifth degree realm expert seemed like an impossible task. 

However they still had the upper hand! 

In the Royal Treasury, various mechanisms were installed to protect the treasures and it was important 

to take precaution on every single step, otherwise it might end up in fatal disaster! 



Mo Yi was not familiar to these mechanisms and he knew nothing about the topography of the Royal 

Treasury. 

On one end, the Imperial Tutor and others were attacking him with all their might, while on the other 

hand, they were activating the mechanisms in the Royal Treasury. This had caused various obstacles to 

Mo Yi. 

Although Mo Yi’s power was much strong than them on an entire level, but the mechanisms were 

extremely powerful and had was caught unprepared several times. When this had dragged on, he 

gradually found it hard to deal with and subsequently fell into a disadvantage. 

The Imperial Tutor’s face expressed boundless pleasure, “Everyone hold on, this deceitful thief is not 

going to hold on much longer! Everyone listen to my commands. Let’s quickly take him down and hand 

him over to the Crown Prince! Crown Prince will definitely reward you handsomely!” 

All those present were under the Crown Prince’s personal doctrine hence all of them had the same 

thoughts in mind and hastened the rhythm of their attacks. 

Huang Yueli blinked her eyes and after observing for a short while, she came to an understanding. 

It looked like while the Crown Prince was escaping, he had brought along the treasures and lured Mo Yi 

to the inside of the Royal Treasury. On one hand, it was to borrow the powers of the mechanisms and 

guards to capture Mo Yi while on the other hand, there was a malicious plot brewing! 

Mo Yi was Li Moying’s bodyguard and if he were caught intruding into the Royal Treasury with the 

intention to steal, it would definitely affect Li Moying’s reputation. In this way, Crown Prince could 

successfully discredit Li Moying, and smear his reputation, while regaining fame for himself! 

Besides that, if Crown Prince were to take Mo Yi away from her, Li Xue’er would be able to grab this 

opportunity to find trouble with Huang Yueli at the Valiant Martial Manor. 

Chapter 567: Unexpected change 

 

In the eyes of the Crown Prince and Seventh Princess, although Huang Yueli had a good innate skill but 

her age was just too young and her cultivation was only at the first degree realm. If it hadn’t been for Li 

Moying, she was not even be fit to be an opponent for any one of them. 

As long as they removed the guard that Li Moying had left by her side, she would become a helpless 

little sheep waiting for slaughter! 

They had not pre-empted that Huang Yueli was actually able to use her own power to take care of Li 

Xue’er and those men whom she had brought along and even gave them a good thrashing! 

Now, she had even rushed to the Royal Treasury in time. 

With an unexpected variable like her, the plan that Crown Prince had plotted to capture Mo Yi alive was 

not possible to materialise. 

This was because….. in a place filled with mechanisms was exactly Huang Yueli’s home field! 



Even if the Crown Prince’s mechanisms were to be counted fully, to pick such a location was akin to 

using a stone and crush his own feet. 

In the middle of the Treasury, Mo Yi’s disadvantage was becoming more and more obvious. 

On seeing that his actions were gradually becoming slower, the Imperial Tutor’s wrinkle-ridden face let 

out a smile as he shouted, “Quick, surround him everyone, let’s all…” 

Before he could finish his words, they heard a dull noise reverberating from the Treasury. 

Imperial Tutor scowled as he shouted, “Didn’t I say this already? Don’t activate the mechanisms without 

my orders, have you all…. Heard…. This…..” 

As he was speaking, his eyes suddenly grew wider as his entire face expressed shock. 

A huge “Rumble Rumble” sound blared and unknowingly the largest mechanism in the Royal Treasury 

was activated as huge rocks dropped down from their head as though it was hailstone. 

The only difference was the rocks were larger than the hailstones and had a diameter of at least one 

meter. If one were to be struck by it, one would definitely end up wounded or dead! 

Imperial Tutor hastily avoided it as his heart was flustered by a peal of astonishment and panic. 

The reason was because the only way to activate this this largest mechanism was only known to him and 

the other fourth degree realm expert who was responsible for guarding the Royal Treasury. But now 

that both of them were here, who was it…. that had activated the mechanism? 

Unless there was a traitor within the Royal Treasury who had secretly learnt how to activate the 

mechanism? 

But, wasn’t this just impossible? 

In order to activate such a powerfully large mechanism, it would require a lot of strength and without 

the power of the fourth degree realm practitioner, even if one knew the method, one would not have 

enough strength to activate it. 

But what the Imperial Tutor didn’t know was to use brute force to activate the mechanism was actually 

the last resort. This method would only be used by those who had no idea whatsoever about 

mechanisms and had no choice but to choose such a stupid method. 

However, to an Armament Master like Huang Yueli, to activate such a low level mechanism was a simple 

task to undertake. 

Not only did she activate the large hailstone mechanism, she also made some minor adjustments to the 

mechanism itself. 

This resulted in the descent of hailstones dropping more on the Imperial Tutor and others heads, 

concentrated to the extent of impossibility. 

As for Mo Yi’s side, there were only a few pieces of hailstone and he just had to slightly adjust his 

position and would be able to avoid it easily. 



A glint of surprise flashed past Mo Yi’s eyes as he had never expected that the situation would take such 

a huge unexpected turn. 

Just as he realised that he was about to be defeated and since he didn’t want to fall into the evil claws of 

the Imperial Tutor to become a tool against his Master, he had already made the worst decision of 

perishing together with them! 

Who knew that just as he was about to find the best opportunity to strike, this unexpected change 

happened! 

Chapter 568: Played around by the will of heaven 

 

Since the current situation was advantageous to him, with Mo Yi’s abundant experience in battle, he 

naturally would not miss such a wonderful opportunity. 

He immediately worked up his cultivation method and displaying his Profound Skill, the flexible sword in 

his hands waltzed out streams of blinding lightning-like sword glimmer. His Profound Energy was of 

spectacular significance as his attacks were directed towards the Imperial Tutor and the others! 

Imperial Tutor and the rest were using all their might to avoid the densely falling hailstones and next up 

was a series of full-strength attacks from a fifth degree realm practitioner. What was more fraudulent 

was they would also suffer sneak attacks from Huang Yueli time to time. 

Under three simultaneous avenues, they were unable to ward of blows. 

Very soon, all of their meridians on their hands and feet were severed by Mo Yi and they fell onto the 

floor, unable to get up. 

And just at the instance that they had fallen, the hailstones that had continuously been dropping on 

their heads suddenly stopped. 

Upon seeing this situation, the heartbeats of the Imperial Tutor and others almost came to a halt. 

Did it needed to be so deceptive? Who among them didn’t grew eyes and switched on the mechanism? 

Why was it such a coincidence? And it had to stop right now! 

If it had stopped a quarter of an hour earlier, they would not have been checkmated one after one! 

At the same time, their hearts were annoyed beyond words: If they had known earlier and just 

persevered just a little longer, if they could persevere just a quarter of an hour more, to avoid a few 

more strikes and the hailstones would have stopped. By then, they would be able to turn defeat into 

victory! 

Sigh, why didn’t they just persever just a little more earlier! 

However, what they didn’t knew was the stopping of the hailstones was actually controlled by Huang 

Yueli in the background and no matter how long more they had persevered, as long as they did not fall, 

the falling hailstones would naturally not stop. 



After Mo Yi had defeated all the enemies, he hurriedly turned around to search for the person who had 

been aiding him in secret. 

Huang Yueli slowly walked out from a corner, bearing a faint smile on her face. 

“Third Miss….. it’s you!” Mo Yi hastily bowed. 

Imperial Tutor’s eyes super wide as he stared daggers at her, “Bai….. Bai Ruoli??” 

Huang Yueli nodded towards Mo Yi to acknowledge his greeting and turned her gaze towards the 

Imperial Tutor as her slips surfaced a frosty smile. 

“Imperial Tutor, how have you been? Ever since we last met at the peach blossom banquet, I thought 

that we would never cross paths ever again. After all, I am a six grade talent and you are just a passé old 

man who’s almost dying, so we’re not on the same route! God knows, we’re played around by the will of 

heavens that we have crossed paths so soon again, so this is quite a surprise!” 

Imperial Tutor was choked by her words that his entire face turned red with fury and embarrassment. 

This wretched lass, every single time she opened her mouth, it would spill out words which would 

infuriate one to spit blood out! 

And to make it worse, one was not able to rebut whatever she had said! 

The reason was because every word she had said was the truth and only because it was the truth, it was 

unbearable, as though stepping down hard on other’s open wounds! 

Saying that he was a “passé old man” and they were “not on the same route”? 

Although the words were unpleasant to hear, but the Imperial Tutor had indeed, during recent times, 

felt that he would not be able to live much longer. As for Huang Yueli, she had just revealed her 

outstanding talent, like the sun in midday, sooner or later she would gradually ascend to become a 

shining star! 

They…. were indeed incomparable! 

The Imperial Tutor gasped a couple of breaths before he forcefully opened his mouth, “You…. you 

wretched lass who doesn’t know how to show your respects to your seniors, I am the Imperial Tutor and 

even the Emperor have to show respect to me. What’s more when your father was still in the South Yue 

Kingdom, he would greet me as his senior. Is this how you talk to me?” 

Chapter 569: Worse than a servant 

 

The sides of Huang Yueli’s mouth curled upwards slightly as her eyes flashed obvious signs of ridicule! 

“My father greeted you as a senior was to respect your age, thinking that you are an elderly worth 

respecting! My father had always been an upright person, but how would be ever expect that in this 

whole wide world, there’s such a person who isn’t worthy of respect!” 

“As for me…..” 



She paused momentarily and under the embittered gaze of the Imperial Tutor, she unhurriedly opened 

her mouth. 

“You’re just my guard’s defeated opponent and prisoner. Frankly speaking, you’re worse than the 

servants under me so why should I bother to show respect to you? Have I got nothing better to do?” 

The Imperial Tutor almost fainted when he heard these words! 

This wretched lass actually compared him with the servants! 

He was a powerful fourth degree realm practitioner and even the Emperor had to treat him with respect 

as his status was utmost valuable! 

“You’re good …Bai Ruoli….. with such arrogance, sooner or later you will suffer retribution, and it will be 

soon! Let me tell you, Seventh Princess is already back in the Kingdom and she’s not an ordinary girl. If 

you were to fall into the hands of the Seventh Princess…..” 

The Imperial Tutor had originally wanted to scare her but in the middle of speaking, he suddenly 

stopped. 

He suddenly remembered that he had been sent to the Royal Treasury to hold back Mo Yi so that it 

would be more convenient for Seventh Princess to deal with Huang Yueli. 

But why was Huang Yueli able to appear here now? Shouldn’t she still be at the Valiant Martial Manor, 

being hung up to be tortured by the Seventh Princess and thrown into the darkest and dirtiest water 

prison? 

Why did she appear in the Royal Treasury? And her dressing looked tidy and her complexion was rosy, 

looking much prettier than before. Her condition couldn’t be better, in what way did she looked like she 

was being given corrective punishment? 

Could it be that this wretched lass had heard news of the Seventh Princess going over to find trouble 

with her so she had ran away? Or had something happened to the Seventh Princess, made adjustments 

and had yet to inform them of the changes in her plan? 

Imperial Tutor was still puzzled after much thought. 

Instead, Huang Yueli smiled and said, “Imperial Tutor, you were trying to say that Li Xue’er wanted to 

capture me to teach me a lesson right? But it is just too unfortunate. Your Seventh Princess had indeed 

gone to my place but in the middle of her journey….. she was burning with desire, took off all her clothes 

and did a striptease and hugged her own guards while doing illicit stuff. Tsk Tsk, everyone in the entire 

royal palace would had already heard of this!” 

“What?” Imperial Tutor gave a shocking expression retorting unbelievably, “What rubbish are you 

sprouting? Why would the Seventh Princess do such a thing? Do you think I would believe this?” 

Huang Yueli didn’t think much of it and shrugged her shoulders. 

“Believe it or not, it doesn’t matter to me. Anyway… the person who is embarrassed is not me? What’s 

more, the minute you leave the Royal Treasury and head back to the Palace, you’d naturally find out 

about everything.” 



Saying that, she suddenly stopped, as though she had remembered something else. 

“Oh, that’s right. I almost forgot about this. If you want to return to the Palace, you must be able to 

retain your life in order to do so! Otherwise, you’d probably never find out for the rest of your life on 

what had actually happened to Li Xue’er!” 

“You…. what do you want to do to me? If you were to proceed at random and offend me, the Emperor 

would definitely not let you off easily!” 

Huang Yueli laughed, “Imperial Tutor, you’ve lived like a prince for too long a time that your brain isn’t 

really working? The Emperor protects you naturally is because your power is strong and can bless the 

entire South Yue Kingdom. But if I can deal with you, naturally it means that my power is stronger than 

you! Weighing the pros and cons, whose side would the Emperor stand on?” 

Chapter 570: Are you here to perform a comedy? 

 

Imperial Tutor was stifled till he turned silent. 

Because everything that Huang Yueli had mentioned was correct. 

In Soaring Heavens Continent where martial skills was absolute, whoever held more power, whoever 

would be justified and whose fists were harder would represent truth! 

If Huang Yueli were to kill him, it would mean that she was much stronger. Who would, for a dead 

person, go against a much stronger living being. 

Huang Yueli looked at his wrinkled pale face and chillingly said, “At your age, you’re still so naïve! Acting 

like a little boy? Are you here to perform a comedy?” 

Another wave of melancholy rushed up with Imperial Tutor and narrowly bringing up any rage. 

What was this? She actually said he was “innocent”? And yet he had really been innocent for that one 

moment! 

Imperial Tutor gritted his teeth as he hissed, “Today you’re lucky, but you want to kill me? Your thinking 

is too wishful! I still have a life-saving trump card. If you really wish to take a risk out of desperation, 

then don’t blame me for perishing along with you!” 

“A life-saving trump card? That’s good! By then don’t be stingy and use it all! But that is if you still have 

the opportunity to live past today!” 

Huang Yueli clapped her hands and instructed to Mo Yi who was standing behind, “Brother Mo Yi, I’d 

like to trouble you to drag these dregs to the fifth floor!” 

Mo Yi responded “Yes” and immediately went forward. 

He didn’t had that much patience compared to those servants at the Valiant Martial Manor, willing to 

drag one by one nicely along. 



As a fifth degree realm expert, doing these heavy manual work was like using a sledgehammer to crack a 

nut. If it wasn’t his future Mistress’s instructions, he wouldn’t even bother! 

Once he really did it, it was naturally plain brutal. 

He simply threw these people entirely into a pile and stacked them up one by one. After they have been 

stacked together, he found a rope and tied them all together. 

Among those who had surrounded Mo Yi were third degree realm experts and above. Not just the 

Imperial Tutor, the rest of them were all famed experts around the South Yue Kingdom and held some 

sort of status within the kingdom, and were the subject of flattery of others. 

Who would knew that once they had fallen into Mo Yi’s hands, they were thrown here and there, even 

worse than a sack. 

Imperial Tutor was howling himself hoarse in the entire process. 

“You brat, you dare… you dared to treat me like this! What do you think you’re doing? I will never let 

you off easily!….. Let me go, let me go I tell you!” 

Mo Yi had struck their meridians and they were completely unable to move, so all they could do was to 

bark some sounds out. 

He naturally would not bother about them and very quickly, he had tied them into the shape of a rice 

dumpling. After which, he dragged them along effortlessly and dragged all of them upstairs at one go. 

The fifth floor was the Royal Treasury’s Treasure Pavilion and everything inside were extremely valuable 

treasures. 

When Huang Yueli came previously, she had intentionally ransacked the entire Treasure Pavilion one 

round and had already familiarised herself with all the surrounding mechanisms at the back of her palm. 

She commanded Mo Yi to drag that lump of “rice dumpling” to one wall. 

“Alright, just leave them there will do. Don’t ever step on that brick in front of that place. Otherwise 

when it activates the mechanism, even I will find it difficult to save you!” 

Mo Yi quickly withdrew his foot which had almost overstepped the line and carefully put the people 

down. 

Following that, he returned to Huang Yueli’s side as he bowed, “Third Miss, what should we do next? 

Please give me your orders!” 

“Hmm, this…” 

Huang Yueli blinked her eyes as that pair of splendidly brilliant big eyes suddenly sparkled, looking 

extremely delicate and cute. 

But those who knew her had already secretly gave a chilling shudder. 

 


